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Featured Member

By Jan Goldberg Zager, Esq.

John Frazier, Esq.

Disciplined and Determined
Professional
This month’s featured member is John Frazier,
a member of AFELA, the Florida Chapter
of NAELA, as well as an active member of
NAELA’s Practice Success Section and Client
Protection Committee.

J

ohn Frazier chairs the Committee on the Unauthorized Practice of Law (UPL), a committee
of the Elder Law section of the
Florida Bar. As chair, he petitioned the Florida Bar’s Standing
Committee on UPL to draft a proposed
advisory opinion stating that Medicaid
planning cannot be provided by nonlawyers and that non-lawyers purporting to offer certain designated services
are engaged in the unauthorized practice of law. The Florida Supreme Court
approved the opinion and it was issued.
The United States Supreme Court denied cert.
One thing about John Frazier: While
he takes the practice of law as a noble
profession seriously, he wears his degrees lightly. It takes a while to learn
that not only does he have the usual BA
and JD, but he also received his MBA
Jan Goldberg Zager, Esq. is a member
of the NAELA News Editorial Board.
She practices elder law in Mercer Island, Washington.
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before law school and his LLM in Tax
the year after law school graduation.
While many think being a member of
one bar is enough, John was admitted
to the Georgia Bar first, and then took
and passed the Florida Bar.
But John’s second bar exam was not
under the usual circumstances. Indeed,
he almost didn’t get there at all. As
John recalls: “I went out to drive to the
location in downtown Tampa to take
the Florida Bar, and my car was not
where I parked it…[M]y car was gone.
I ran back into my apartment to call
Yellow Cab, and I was put on hold.”
Frenzy being the mother of invention,
he hung up the phone, returned to the
parking lot, and tried to flag passing
cars down, waving his exam admission
ticket to explain his need. Finally, a
Clearwater prosecutor driving to work
recognized and sympathized with the
urgency and delivered John to the examination site.1
1 	After the first day of the exam, John reported the theft. The car was located a
few days later. Who knows what the car

John’s admission to the Florida
Bar was done with as much style and
flair as his arrival for the examination.
While awaiting admission, he worked
at the TGI Friday’s at the Tampa International Airport. After the car fiasco, he was not comfortable leaving
his precious bar admission notification at home. In the state of Florida,
any notary public may administer the
oath for admission to the Bar. During a break from work — and therefore wearing his uniform of straw hat,
apron, red and white rugby shirt, and
suspenders loaded with the required
TGI Friday “flair” — he presented
himself to the airport’s Currency Exchange notary public and asked to be
sworn in.2 Perhaps the notary public
thought John’s attire was the latest attorney style. Perhaps she is still looking
for another new attorney with such a
keen sense of fashion.

Making Lives Better: A Family
Commitment
One might think that with John’s
MBA and LLM, he would look for the
thief was thinking — the BarBri tapes
were missing.
2 	This story, of course, is particularly meaningful to the fans of the 1999 cult classic,
“Office Space,” in which a young Jennifer Aniston quits a job with panache because she refuses to increase the amount
of flair on her suspenders. Flair consists
of buttons and pins that decorate the
suspenders.

ing, high ethical standards, and accountability were not the only people
advising clients on Medicaid and VA
Benefits. Salespeople who were offering annuities and insurance products
and getting sizable commissions on
the products sold, claimed to be doing
Medicaid planning. Some said that the
documents they supplied for that planning had been drafted or reviewed by
an affiliated attorney, but some did not.
Thus began the torturous but deter-

As he became more
and more involved in
elder law, John realized
how his clients could
be devastated by longterm care needs. He
became increasingly
expert in planning
and applying for both
Medicaid and VA nonservice related benefits.

Who Can Practice Law?
As soon as John started working in
the benefits planning area, he noticed
that lawyers with their extensive train3 	Joseph F. Pippen and John R. Frazier, The
Medicaid Handbook--A User’s Guide to
Florida Medicaid, Peartree Books, (2006).
4 	John Frazier, Protecting Your Family’s Assets in Florida — How to Legally Use Medicaid to Pay for Nursing Home and Assisted
Living Care, Rainbow Books (2012).

mined journey to the Florida Supreme
Court’s landmark advisory opinion.
(John’s featured member article for
this month’s NAELA News tells the
story. See page 16.)
In his copious spare time, John has
traveled with the NAELA International
Delegations to Cuba, Iceland, and China. What stands out to him was learning how a country delivers services (or

Cydonia Studios Photography

Florida equivalent of Wall Street and
find a job saving money for the superrich one percent. But, no. From the beginning, John used his training to help
individual clients preserve their funds
so that they and their families could live
better. In becoming an estate planning
and then an elder law attorney, he followed his family’s deep commitment
to serving others. His dad, a pediatrician, volunteered for the Air Force during the Vietnam War. He later became
a child and adolescent psychiatrist and
John worked for him both during and
after college. Two brothers became radiation oncologists, one brother became
a teacher, and one brother, a car dealer.
As he became more and more
involved in elder law, John realized
how his clients could be devastated
by long-term care needs. He became
increasingly expert in planning and
applying for both Medicaid and VA
non-service related benefits. His boss,
Joe Pippen (also a member of NAELA
and AFELA), became a beloved role
model and mentor. They have coauthored The Medicaid Handbook —
A User’s Guide to Florida Medicaid.3
In addition, John is the sole author of
a book more particularly addressing
asset protection: Protecting Your Family’s
Assets in Florida--How to Legally Use
Medicaid to Pay for Nursing Home and
Assisted Living Care.4

John Frazier, Esq., Largo, Florida.

fails to) not just from official government sources, but also from individuals.
As he was writing his book on protecting a family’s assets in Florida (and
perhaps also because of all of that travel), John gained 100 lbs., hitting an
amazing and terrifying 312 lbs. True to
his history of goal-setting and concrete
achievements, John researched what
would be necessary to lose a substantial
amount of weight safely, effectively, and
permanently; set his health and fitness
goals; achieved them; and then wrote
an article on the subject. (“How I Lost
130 Pounds: Healthy Weight Loss for
Life,” available at his website, EstateLegalPlanning.com, or go to http://
bit.ly/2djNE3b.) John’s hobbies now
include walking for approximately 60
minutes each day as well as numerous
daily sit-ups and push-ups.
We are sure that there will be further adventures and look forward to
reading his accounts. n
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By John Frazier, Esq.

The History of the Florida
Medicaid Planning UPL
Advisory Opinion
This article provides some suggestions on
how states can move forward with their own
Medicaid planning advisory opinion, as well
as point out a few of the potential pitfalls and
roadblocks.

T

he rise of “Medicaid Planning”
by non-attorneys in the United
States is a relatively new phenomenon.1 As of the writing of
this article, there are only four
states that have addressed the
issue of non-attorney Medicaid planning with the issuance of an advisory
opinion: Tennessee (2007),2 Ohio
(2011),3 Florida (2015),4 and New Jer1 	 S ee John Frazier, The Unlicensed Practice
of Law in Medicaid Planning: A Fresh
Look at an Old Problem, NAELA News
Online, www.NAELA.org/NAELANews
Online (Jul. 2015).
2 	State of Tennessee Office of the Attorney
General Opinion No. 07-166, Practice
of Law; Medicaid Eligibility (Dec. 18,
2007).
3 	Board on the Unauthorized Practice of
Law of the Supreme Court of Ohio Advisory Opinion UPL 11-01 “Medicaid Assistance and Planning by Nonattorneys”
(Oct. 7, 2011).
4 	Florida Bar Standing Committee on the
Unlicensed Practice of Law FAO #20114 Medicaid Planning Activities by Nonlawyers (Oct.14, 2014).
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sey (2016).5 The purpose of this article
is to discuss the history of the Medicaid
planning advisory opinion process in
Florida, and to provide some guidance
to attorneys in other states that do not
yet have a Medicaid planning advisory
opinion. The article will also provide
some suggestions as to how to move
forward with an advisory opinion, and
what some of the potential pitfalls and
road blocks to that process might be.

History and Background to
the Florida Medicaid Planning
Advisory Opinion
I began my career as a Florida lawyer in 2001. During the first two years
of my legal career, I worked primarily
in estate planning and tax law. Early in
my career, I noticed a fairly large number of clients with family members in
5 	New Jersey Committee on the Unauthorized Practice of Law Opinion 53, NonLawyer Medicaid Advisors (Including “Application Assistors”) and the Unauthorized
Practice of Law (May 16, 2016).

nursing facilities. Many of the clients
expressed serious concerns about paying for the high cost of nursing home
care.
In 2003, I began to work primarily
in elder law and Medicaid planning.
As soon as I began to practice in elder
law, I began to hear about non-attorney “Medicaid planners” who seemed
to be primarily Florida licensed insurance and annuity agents. In our region
of the state, there were a number of
these businesses that would provide
two types of services for their clients:
John Frazier, Esq., is this month’s Featured Member. He practices elder law
in Florida. He would to like to thank the
following individuals for their efforts
during this long process: All the members of the Florida Elder Law Section
UPL Committee. In particular, he would
like to thank long-term Elder Law Section UPL Committee members Leonard
Mondschein, Twyla Sketchley, Mike Jorgensen, and David Selby. He would also
like to thank all of the Elder Law Section
Chairs for their support during these
years of work. In addition, he would like
to thank everyone who provided oral
and written testimony for the Florida
Bar UPL hearing held in Tampa, Florida,
on February 22, 2013, and all those who
personally attended the Tampa hearing.

1. 
Non-attorney Medicaid planners
would advise the public on the laws
regarding Florida asset protection
strategies, and also submit Medicaid applications to the Florida
Department of Children and Families. These companies would often
charge several thousand dollars for
their services.
2. 
Licensed insurance and annuity
agents would frequently sell “Medicaid qualifying annuities” to the
same Medicaid applicant and/or
their spouse, and earn a commission (sometimes a significant commission) for the sale of those financial products.
I saw potential ethical problems
with the conduct of these non-attorney Medicaid planners:
1. 
It appeared that these individuals might be engaging in the unlicensed practice of law by advising
the public on legal strategies to obtain Florida Medicaid benefits.
2. These individuals have no formal
licensing or training to advise the
public on Florida and/or federal
Medicaid laws.
3. These individuals appeared to be
operating with virtually no regulation or oversight from any Florida
government agency.
4. 
There appeared to be an inherit
conflict of interest for a Medicaid
planner to advise the public on
Medicaid laws for a fee, and then
also recommend a Medicaid-qualifying annuity to the same client,
and earn a commission (possibly
an undisclosed commission) on the
sale of the financial product.
Then in November 2007, the federal Deficit Reduction Act of 2005
(DRA) went into effect in Florida. The
DRA eliminated Medicaid-qualifying,
balloon-style annuities for unmarried

As a result of the
DRA, Medicaid annuity
salespeople, who
previously made the
bulk of their income
from the sale of
Medicaid-qualifying
annuities, now lost the
primary source of their
income.
Medicaid applicants in Florida. The
DRA also required a Medicaid payback provision if a Medicaid-qualifying annuity was used (by either the
Medicaid applicant or the spouse) to
obtain Medicaid benefits.
As a result of the DRA, Medicaid
annuity salespeople, who previously
made the bulk of their income from
the sale of Medicaid-qualifying annuities, now lost the primary source
of their income. Florida then saw a
rapid increase in the number of people
who had previously only sold Medicaid-planning annuities now turning to charging a fee for advising the
public for rendering Florida Medicaid
planning legal advice, and charging a
fee for filing Medicaid applications.
The record shows that some of these
non-attorney Medicaid planners were
charging more than $25,000 for their
Medicaid planning advice. By some
estimates, there were more than 500
non-attorney Medicaid planning companies in Florida by 2012.

The Florida Medicaid Planning
Advisory Opinion Process
The Medicaid planning advisory
opinion process took nearly five years
to complete. In 2009, the Florida Bar
Standing Committee for the Unlicensed Practice of Law addressed the
topic of non-attorney Medicaid Planning in a May 13, 2009 letter. This
letter resulted from discussions between April Hill, Chair of the Florida
Bar Elder Law Section Unlicensed
Practice of Law (ELS UPL) Committee, and Bruce Lamb, Chair of the
Florida Bar Standing Committee for
UPL.
At the end of April Hill’s term as
chair of the ELS UPL Committee,
April asked me if I would be the next
committee chair, and I accepted. During my first year as the chair of the
Committee, in 2010, I was well aware
of the rapid expansion of non-attorney
Medicaid planners. Due to this rapid
expansion, it was also clear to me that
the 2009 Florida Bar letter was having no effect on the rapid expansion of
non-attorney Medicaid planning companies in Florida. I contacted the Florida Bar regarding my concerns. After
my communications with the director
of client protection at the Florida Bar,
the ELS UPL Committee decided to
explore an advisory opinion to address
this topic.
After some discussions with the
ELS UPL Committee, I prepared
a request to the Florida Bar Standing Committee for UPL, asking that
the Florida Bar Standing Committee
consider an advisory opinion to address three narrow legal issues:
Are the following activities UPL
under Florida law, if performed by a
non-attorney?
1. 
Providing legal advice to obtain
Florida Medicaid benefits.
OCT/NOV/DEC 2016   NAELA News
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2. Preparing a Qualified Income Trust.
3. Preparing a Personal Service Contract.
I felt that decades of case law would
clearly support that each of these three
categories clearly constituted the unlicensed practice of law. Upon my first
request to the Florida Bar, the Florida
Bar Standing Committee for UPL
declined to move forward with my
request to issue a proposed advisory

opinion. The Standing Committee decided to “table” my request.
The ELS UPL Committee regrouped and a second request was
submitted to the Florida Bar Standing
Committee for an Advisory Opinion.
This time, the request came from both
myself, as chair of the ELS UPL Committee, and Elder Law Section Chair
Enrique Zamora.

After the second request, the Standing Committee agreed to hold a public hearing on the matter. The hearing
included testimony from Florida elder
law attorneys, two non-attorney Medicaid planners, and members of the
public. Reporters from the Tampa Bay
Times, The Tampa Tribune, and Bay
News 9 attended the Tampa hearing.
After the hearing, the Standing Committee voted to proceed with an advisory opinion.
The Standing Committee issued
the initial proposed advisory opinion

Advice for Attorneys Seeking a
UPL Advisory Opinion in Other States
The following are some recommendations I have for attorneys who wish to pursue
an advisory opinion in their own states:
1. Contact the UPL Department at your state bar association, and find out what
is required to proceed with an advisory opinion.
2. Enlist the help of the leadership of the Elder Law Bar in your state and your
state NAELA Chapter. The process is too difficult for just one attorney to undertake alone.
3. The focus of the advisory opinion must be on protecting the public from
harm, and not based on attorneys seeking the bar’s protection from non-attorney competition. State bar associations are not immune from federal antitrust
litigation (however, state Supreme Courts and State legislations generally are
immune) and state bar associations are likely to be very concerned about any
actions that might subject the bar associations to federal anti-trust litigation.
4. Keep your request for an advisory opinion simple and include in the
request only actions by non-attorneys that are clearly and historically within the
legal definition of the practice of law (such as the preparation of trusts, the
preparation of contracts, and rendering legal advice).
5. Bar associations frequently take a reactive, “complaint-driven” approach to
the investigation of UPL. Many members of the public are reluctant to file UPL
complaints, and your state bar association may use the number of UPL complaints filed as measure of the potential for harm to the public. Be prepared to
demonstrate public harm and the potential for harm to the public in ways others
than just the number of UPL complaints filed in a given year.
6. Be aware that your state bar association is likely to be concerned about the
protection of the elderly and those with special needs from financial predators
and unlicensed individuals who might choose to prey on them. If you are able to
obtain media coverage of the advisory opinion process to highlight the potential
risk of harm to the elderly and those with special needs, that would surely help
the process to have a favorable outcome.
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I felt that decades of
case law would clearly
support that each of
these three categories
clearly constituted the
unlicensed practice of
law.
in 2014, and then later issued a revised
proposed advisory opinion on October
12, 2014. The Florida Supreme Court
approved the advisory opinion on
January 12, 2015. The advisory opinion became final on April 10, 2015.
However, Florida stockbroker William
D. Burns filed a petition for Certiorari with the United States Supreme
Court (U.S.S. ct. 15-75) challenging
the Florida Advisory Opinion. On
October 15, 2015, the United States
Supreme Court denied Mr. Burn’s petition for Certiorari. n

